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omestic (prnatel gardens in urban and

suburban areas of the UK have assumed

an incr ising importance in the minds of

 

consenalion biologists☁ polie *llLllsL☂l'S and wild

lilti☂llitliltulk ☁s. I☁hei☁e are several reasons for this,

liirsi☁ gardens are a conspicuous component of

our urban green space and therelore need to be

considered when torimilating conservation stl'atce

pies☁ sueh as I ocal Hiotlnersit) (\ction l☂lans☁ for

urban and suburban regions Examples where

this has occurred include the l)e\iin l☂iiodixers☁it}

Partnership (I☁MSL Fsses Biodiversity Partnerr

ship (I999), Hiriiiingham and [he Blacls Country

Biodiversity Action Plan Steeringy Group (2000),

\Xlreshani (.ounty Borouin Council (2002), and

ltdinburgh Biodiversity Partnership (2004), on en

that houses with their associated private gardens

have long☂ been held to be highly desirable as

dwellings in the Uls", and continue to be so☁ this

conspicuousness is unlikely to change tundatnem

[ally in ihe loreseeablc luture (Kellett I981; libaiti

(Y Church 1004).

Secondl). it is becoming increasingly tlppai'r

ent that some species that have suttered marked

population declines in the \vider countryside

(most notably in larinland) are I'ound in signitir

cant numbers in urban and suburban areas, and

particularly in domestic gardens. l☁i\amples an-

the Common Frog Rana [eiIi/uii'tzi'lti, Song 'l'hrush

'lm'n☂us☁ )i/Ji/o/in'los' and Hedgehog Iiriiztieei/s elm»

[ILIL☂HS (Sn an ex Oldhani I993; Duilczhlt☁i☁ [994:

Gregory CY Baillie I998: Mason 1001)).

l'hirdlyV green spaces are important to the qual-

ity ol lite ol those people who lixe in urban and

suburban areas. and there is growmg evidence that

access to such spaces can have measurable effects

on their physical and mental health (Ulrich e!

til. [99h Dunnett CV Qasim 2000; l'alx'ano e! LII.

2002: ,Iacls'son 1003; Bird 1004; Germann-Chiari

CY Seeland 1004; Land Use (.onsultanis 2004).

Domestic gardens may be particularly significant

in this regard. giien their importance as sites for

priiaey and personalised relations uith nature

(Eliatti 5; Church 2004).
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A suburban garden with an excellent combination of features for wildlife, including areas of long grass,

 

flowery borders and mature shrubs and trees, R:

Finally. domestic gardens often provide the

main contact that people haie with wildlife. and

ma} be significant in \[llnllldflli☁ an interest in

habitat management and coiiseriation (Cannon

1999;i\hllerllill51.

The potential for all these effects to be of \\ide

importance is clear from the fact that about 90"..

of the UK human population is resident in urban

and suburban areas (ODPM llllll l.

Often framed in the context of ☁wildlife gardeir

ing☁. the popular media (including books. maga-

zine articles. radio and tL'lL'ViSiotl programmes

and websites) is replete \iith rec<>mmendations as

to how domestic gardens should be manang for

the benefit of wildlife (e Knight I954; Gibbons

& Gibbons 1988; Baines 2000; l☂:1cl<liaiii llllll:

English Nature 2003: www.5nhiorgiuk/about/

 

ini[filli\☂CS/11belnlt02.zispl. and there is much other

such material (Ryall CV Hatherell 2003), l l()\V俉\'俉l☁.

whilst much of this advice is of significant Value. it

tends to focus on the details of specific activities,

features or species which may be of use in promot-

ing particular \\ ildlife components in gardens.

rather than examining the more generic. underly♥

ing principles that emerge from studies of garden

biodiversity. and which can be used to guide

management approaches in general.

Our goal here is to provide some initial proposie

aru☁ Reels

tions. with supportingy evidence. to begin to fill this

gap. To do this. we dra☜ iii part on the findings

of mo recent studies. 'lhe first. the Bl(itll\'t☁l'sll'_\'

in Urban (iardens in Sheffield (BUGS Ii proiect.

sought to determine the size and nature of the

resource that domestic gardens pronde for wildlife

and ☁ecosystem services. lie that result in benefits

for human society. such as climate and hydrologi-

cal regulation. nutrientecicling and pollination).

the factors that influence biodiversit} in gardens.

and whether some simple recommended tech-

niques serve to produce posith e effects for wild,

life on a time frame short enough to interest many

garden owners (Thompson et al. 2003. 1004.

2005; Gaston er al. 1004. 2005a. 1005b; Smith

(I til, 2005. 2006a. lll(l6b. 2006c). l'he second

project. Biodiversity in Urban (iardenS (BUGS

ll). has taken this work further in examinng the

extent to which some of the findings of BUGS l

can be generalised across five further cities in the

UK [Loram er ☁1]. in press).

Gardens are major contributors to urban

green space

 

Typically. between 20% and 15% of the urbanised

areas of cities in the UK. and between 369/2, and

47% of the overall green space within those areas.

is covered by domestic gardens (Gaston e! Ll].
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2005b; Loram er (1/. in press). These statistics have

a number of important potential consequences.

First, domestic gardens are likely to be funda♥

mental in the maintenance and/or restoration of

biodiversity, and in the provision of ecosystem

services in urban and suburban regions. Secondly,

infilling, ☁backland☁ developments and the loss of

front gardens to hard»standings have the potene

tial to reduce substantially the coverage of value

able habitat features and soft surfaces in urban

and suburban regions, with direct implications

for biodiversity and ecosystem services (Lg. rune

off and temperature regulation), and downstream

consequences for urban economies (e.g. costs of

handling runeoff, costs of heating and air-condi-

tioning buildings). Thirdly, gardens may play an

important role in connecting other components

of urban green space, such as public parks and

ally, the movement

 

protected areas. More spec

patterns of many organisms through urbanareas

are likely to include gardens, and whether some

species persist in viable populations may depend

on the combined private and public resource of

these green spaces.

Small gardensin play a kgrole

The majority of domestic gardens are small but.

because of their large number, in aggregate they

account for the Inaiority of the overall garden

area and thus contribute disproportionately to

urban green space (Gaston of a]. 2005b; Lorani

at a]. in press). A far greater impact on the value

of gardens for biodiversity and ecosystem serv-

ices is thus likely to follow from the activities in a

given proportion of small gardens than in a simi-

lar proportion of large ones. It is more important

to consider gardens en musse than to consider the

merits of individual garden plots.

The division of ownership of the garden

resource can be an aygntage

 

By its nature, management of the overall garden

resource in any urban region is highly divided

amongst the owners and tenants of the numerous

properties. For significant impacts to be made on

this space, therefore, multiple individuals have to

act. However, and perhaps more significantly, the

large number of individual gardens means that safe?

guarding and improving biodiversity and ecosys-

tem services in even a relatively small proportion

of these gardens could have major impacts. For

example, the establishment of new ponds in just

10% of the gardens in the urban area of Sheffield

would result in the addition of 17,500 such habitat

patches (albeit typically small ones), at a density of

c.120 per kml (Gaston et Lil. 2005b).

Diversity between gardens is as important as

that within

The number of landecover types in a garden

increases with its area, and the proportional cover:

age of different types changes in idiosyncratic wa_ '

with garden size (Smith e! a]. 2005). This means

 

that, as housing density increases and gardens

become smaller in line with current planning policy

(Kellctt I982; DETR I999), the extent of some

landecover types in gardens in a neighbourhood

will increase, whilst others will decline, and some

will disappear altogether. In particular, the cover-

age of some of the biologically important habitat

features, such as neglected areas, tends to suffer.

This suggests that. particularly in areas of higher

housing density, it would be useful toencourage

people to diversify in the kinds of gardens they

create, rather than all gardens being managed in a

similar way, especially if the latter simply leads to

them all comprising small patches of many differ,

ent landecover types. Entire gardens, or large parts

thereof, given over to individual land-cover types,

with different gardens providing coverage of differ-

ent types, would be ecologically more valuable.

Such diversification may be difficult to achieve,

given social pressures for conformity and imitae

tion. These pressures often result in strong simi-

larities in the structure and features of individual

gardens in a locality (.Iulien 65c 7.1nyslony 200]),

Also, each garden owner will tend to try to include

examples of all the features thatthey enjoy in the

one garden to which they have access. However,

there may be good opportunities to develop a

concerted national volunteer programme in which

participants commit to develop ☁habitat☁ gardens,

following appropriate advice and guidelines,

providing a counter to encouragement for other

kinds of garden ☁makeover'. Notwithstanding,

individualism in garden management should he

championed, and conformity discouraged.

Garden management can be as important as

garden sile animation

 

Small gardens can be just as rich in wildlife as large

ones (Smith at a]. 2006a, 2006c). Of course, there
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is more wildlife in large gardens. but, if large and

small gardens are sampled in the same standard

way, it is not easy to tell them apart. There are two

reasons for this. First, to a good approximation.

small gardens behave like parts of large gardens,

essentially because urban gardens form a large

interconnected network of green space. Secondly.

the effect on wildlife of the garden management

can easily swamp out factors relating to area.

Large gardens can be wildlifeepoor and small ones

wildlife♥rich for this reason alone.

The powerful influence of management can

also mean that garden location is a poor predice

tor of levels of biodiversity ♥ ci _-centre gardens

can contain much the same wildlife as suburban

ones (Smith at til. 2006a. .2006c). This is not to

say that the context in which gardens are embed-

ded does not exert an important influence (inst

as does the landscape context of urban parks and

protected areas). All else being equal. suburban

 

gardens are richer in species than are urban ones.

and rural gardens are richer still. particularly for

more mobile taxa (e.g. Toms 2003). However. all

else is seldom equal.

These are encouraging messages. in that they

mean that all gardens can contribute to the prove

sion of biodiversity and ecosystem services in

urban areas. Indeed. given the general decline in

the cover of green space with increasing urbanie

sation. gardens in highly urbanised areas may he

disproportionately importantr

Bled needs to be acceptable

Gardens are much ridier places than is the land-

scape in which the native wildlife of the UK has

evolved. This means that some important habitat

components are scarce in gardens. Consider two

examples: long grass and dead wood. More than

a half of the coverage of urban gardens is grass,

which attracts a high proportion of the manage-

ment conducted in these spaces, and much of the

associated expenditure (Gaston at Ll]. 2005b).

However, whilst some grass-feeding organisms

(egr larvae of some species of butterfly) may be

quite common in gardens, lawns typically do not

provide suitable breeding habitat. Long grass is

required. Likewise. in some cities a half or more of

gardens contain substantial-sized trees, and often

several of them (Gaston el al. 2005b). However.

despite the large numbers of species in the UK that

are dependent on such resources, most gardens

entirely lack dead wood of any kind. Generally

speaking. gardens would be improved as wildlife

habitats if more dead plant material (wood. fallen

leaves, plant stems) was left and areas. or even

some entire gardens, remained unmanaged or only

lightly managed (e.g. areas of grass cut only once

per year). Again, strong social pressures would

need to be overcome. One attempt to conduct a

formal replicated experiment on the effectiveness

of leaving areas of uncut grass in gardens had to

be abandoned because of the resistance of the

garden owners (explicitly selected to be a repre

sentative sample) to such a manipulation (Gaston

Hal. 1005a).

Three-dimensional ☜amplify is vital

One of the most constant messages from stud

ies of the dctern☁iinants of biodiversity in domese

tic gardens is the positive effect, particularly on

a wide range of invertebrates, of the presence of

trees, large shrubs and hedges (Smith ch11. 2006a.

2006c). Thus. the simplest way in which the biody

versity of gardens could be increased is through

the introduction of vegetational threeedimen-

sional complexity. This would require both the

establishment of appropriate plants and an invest-

ment in the time required to allow them to grow

and mature. The wildlife potential of new house

ing developments would be greatly enhanced by

concerted efforts to retain existing mature vegeta-

tion (in a healthy state). Likewise. potential new

and old gardens would benefit from the provision

ofcarefully sited plants that would quickly provide

structural height. depth and variation. Whilst

clearly some plants provide far more exploitable

resources for wildlife than do others, in general.

the provision of any complexity is better than

none.

Much garden wildlife does not distinguish

pativ from a ns

Gardens typically have an ecologically unusual

assemblage of plant structure and diversity

(Thompson et a]. 2003, 2004; Smith rial. 2006b).

Not only are the majority of species nonenativcs.

but most occur in extremely small numbers (often

just a single plant), resulting from the desire of

many gardeners for high floral diversity. There are

good reasons to champion increases in the numbers

of native species that are grown, including that

these are more likely to provide resources which
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Gardens are becoming increasingly important for species, such as the

Hedgehog, which are being lost from the wider countryside, Ritherd Revels

\vildlife (Lg. English Nature 2003; Countryside

Council for \Vales 2004; Creescr 1004). llowey er.

such lists need to be placed in COIH☁L☁\[. They do not

carry the implication that species which are not

listed do not pro\ ide valuable resources, in partic

ular. ☁wildlifeefriendly☁ is often equated with the

native status of the plant species. and, as discussed

above. many alien plant species can be equally

useful. Also. \vildlifeefriendly often seems to mean

☁pollinator-friendly☁, Unsurprisingly. gardeners are

assumed to want to encourage butterflies and bees

and not slugs. aphids. bugs and caterpillars. which

leads to two problems. Only a small proportion

of garden wildlife consists of pollinators, and

most gardeners [\vhether interested in wildlife or

not) are keen to grow plenty of flowers. In other

words. gardening is inherently pollii☁iatorefriendly.

Finally. some plants that appear regularly on lists

of wildlife-friendly species are already extremely

abundant and widespread in urban areas leg.

Butterflyebush Budd/Elli dtii/idii. Common Nettle

Urtira dioicai. and there may be greater dividends

 

from planting other speci ..

Whilst the championing of wildlife-friendly

plants may serve to encourage a wider participa-

tion in wildlife☁gardcning and consideration of

environmental issues. it is not the entire or the

only way of addressing them,

Refuges and breeding sites do not have to be

rectangular

A substantial industry has developed around the

provision of arti cial nestboxes. roosting boxes

and overwintering boxes for a

diverse cast of animal species

(humblebees. lacewings. lady,

birds, birds, bats,

Hedgehogs), At times. one might

butterflies.

be forgiven for wonderng how

such creatures cvcr managed

to raise offspring and survive

inclement conditions

them, For some species. in some

without

places. at some times. these

boxes can. nonetheless. certainly

work effectively. However,

whilst their merit iti providing a

readily observable indicator of

the activity of certain species in

the garden is considerable. this

must be balanced against the

fact that. whereas some kinds of boxes have a high

likelihood of being occupied in the average garden

within a season or two. others seem to be much less

reliable. and may never be used (eg, Gaston L'I .II.

2005M. Part of this variation may arise from the

sensitivity of species to the surroundings and loca-

 

tion in the garden. Th uggests that the return on

investment in specific boxes/refuges \vill liker be

greatest in coniunction with a more holistic strat♥

egy of habitat provision. More broadly. many of

the strategies suggested abo\c \vill prm ide equally

good. ifl☁ss readily monitored. resources for many

of the same species that might use boxes. perhaps

in greater quantity.

Conclusion

Gardens are rather poorly studied compared

with many ☁natural☁ vegetation types, but all the

evidence points to their potential importance as

a major resource for wildlife in urban areas. Our

aim here is to propose some strategic ideas as to

how we go about capitalising on that potential.

There is ,cope for endless debate about the merits

or demerits of a specific plant. nestbox design

or type of pond. but in the end these need to be

embedded within a set of broad principles for

which there is evidence-based support. Develop-

ment of such a framework then provides guidance

within which decisions about what to do in an

individual garden, and how to plan whole resided

tial developments, can be integrated. \X☂e hope that

the propositions here provide a first step towards

Such a framework,
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